[Trends and variation of CFC-11 in the atmosphere of Beijing].
In recent years, concentration of CFC in the atmosphere has undergone rapid changes especially in association with human activities. For the influence of CFC on climate changes and environment changes, the concentration of atmospheric CFC-11 in Beijing is continuously observed and analyzed by a gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. The seasonal variation concentration and trends of CFC-11 are reported. The results show that the seasonal variation of CFC-11 was basically similar from 1999 to 2003. There was one peak value in the seasonal variation of CFC-11 in 1999-2003. The highest monthly average concentration of CFC-11 was 1149.5 +/- 531.9 x 10(12) ( V x V(-1)) in summer and the lowest monthly average concentration of CFC-11 was 487.5 +/- 131.5 x 10(-12) (V x V(-1)) in spring. The annual average concentration of CFC-11 was increasing in Beijing atmosphere from 1995 to 1998, and the average increasing ratio was 17.9%. The annual average concentration of CFC-11 was slowly decreasing from 1999, and the average decreasing ratio was 10.7%. The average concentration of CFC-11 in the atmosphere of Beijing was 3 to approximately 5 times of the average concentration of CFC-11 in the atmosphere of Mauna Loa Station of U.S.A.